DISCOVERY
ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORISED DISCOVERY, 36° 50´North, 5° 05´West

Made for
Land Rover
Freedom, adventure and self expression. They're features of
every drive in Discovery, the only 4x4 that lets you realise your
dreams and ideas so completely. From the excitement and
challenge of the wilderness to the bustling city streets, Discovery
opens up new possibilities - through pure Land Rover capability.
Now the world's most versatile 4x4 can be even more capable
and individual thanks to a comprehensive range of accessories.
Designed, engineered and tested to fit and function faultlessly,
all accessories are Genuine Land Rover Approved Parts, which
means they are tough, stylish and unbeatable; like the vehicle
we fit them to.
Discovery takes you closer to your personal ideals and
aspirations. Genuine Discovery Accessories take you closer still.

How to use this Brochure
This brochure has been specifically designed to make you aware
of the benefits of genuine Land Rover accessories. Emphasis has
been placed upon informing you of the high levels of
engineering design and testing all our products have had to pass
before inclusion within the brochure.
The brochure layout includes large detailed images so that you
can identify the range of products available and of interest to
you. Detailed descriptions where relevant have been provided to
highlight the key product features and benefits. Close up and full
vehicle view photography has also been included for a number
of external products such as nudge bars to enable you to see
how a particular product is likely to look on your vehicle.
New product sections called "New Innovations", "Personalisation"
and "In-Car Technology" have been added to the brochure to
generate awareness of some of the more high technology
products available such as Satellite Navigation and Park Distance
Control and assist you in selecting the correct accessories for the
vehicle look and style you may desire.
There are two ways you can use this brochure;
(1) Simply browse through the brochure and select the
accessories which are relevant to your lifestyle or requirements.
Or
(2) Use the brochure to discuss your requirements with your local
dealer who will be happy to recommend and professionally fit
your chosen accessories onto your vehicle.
To assist you further there is also a Land Rover Accessories CD
Configurator which enables you to design your own accessorised
Discovery on your PC, ask your dealer for a copy.
ACCESSORISED DISCOVERY, 31° 30´North, 4° 05´West
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Land Rover Accessories - Important notice

• Land Rover Accessories are designed in close conjunction
with the vehicle designers. Subsequently, all products, from
roof racks to the smallest electrical socket, work in harmony
with the vehicle’s original systems.

• The fitting of non Land Rover Accessories and fixings may

lead to failure and damage not only to the accessory but also
to your vehicle.

• All Land Rover Accessories are supplied complete with all

brackets, fixtures and fittings, where appropriate, along with
comprehensive instructions.

• Land Rover operate a global dealer network with full after
sales back up. Should you need a replacement for a
damaged or lost part such as a lamp lens or a key, wherever
you are in the world, simply contact your nearest dealer.
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New Innovations
THE DISCOVERY DVD SYSTEM
The Discovery DVD system has been chosen to give
rear seat occupants a more enjoyable journey.
The system comprises a compact, single roof
mounted, fold down liquid crystal screen and DVD
player, which integrates neatly with the surrounding
trim colours.

PARK DISTANCE CONTROL SYSTEM (PDC)

SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The “On Screen” display of the functions and settings
are operated by buttons on the unit, or by using the
full function remote control.

Land Rover Accessories give the possibility of

Video games, camcorders and other portable video
units, may be used by connection to the DVD system
colour coded auxiliary inputs. For this, a “power
transformer” will be required (see page 26).

Land Rover driving experience. This Innovations

fitting to your vehicle many new, innovative
products which can significantly enhance your

section introduces you to a small range of the
accessories available for your vehicle. For full

The system can use either the vehicle speakers or the
two wired headphones supplied, which allow the rear
seat occupants to listen to their DVD or video game
without disturbing front seat passengers.

details please refer to the relevant product
section within this brochure.

You can now use your ears as well as your eyes to
park accurately in the tightest spaces. Park Distance
Control gives you an 'audible measure' of just how
close the unseen vehicle or obstacle behind you is,
through an intermittent 'beep'. As you approach the
obstruction the beep gets faster until at 30 cm the
tone becomes continuous to
warn of a collision risk.
This innovative system uses
ultrasonic sensors mounted in
the rear bumper and engages
automatically when you select
reverse. It can play a vital
role in minimising bumps and
scrapes picked up in the urban jungle (see page 19).
Land Rover recommend dealer fit only.
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INTRODUCTION

The Land Rover Satellite Navigation System helps you
plan the best route to your destination and maps
progress throughout the journey. Using the Global
Positioning System (GPS) a network of 24 satellites
calculates your position to within 30 metres and then
guides you with spoken directions and on-screen
pictograms. The system can also take you to specific
landmarks such as car parks and museums.
See page 26 for full details

REAR SUSPENSION
REMOTE CONTROL PLIP
Among many other things, your
Discovery is built for hard
work such as towing. But
that doesn't mean that you
have to work hard too.
The Rear Suspension
Remote Control Plip
gives effortless and
precise height adjustment
to the self-levelling rear
suspension on Discovery,
at the touch of a button.
Now there is no need for winding jockey wheels when
hitching a trailer; you can set the perfect height
without getting your hands dirty (see page 39).
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Personalisation
Accessories - a tough choice?
At Land Rover freedom of choice is everything, but sometimes so much choice can make your final decision difficult. To try to help you choose the range
of accessories most suitable to your requirements we have illustrated below four areas of activity, some or all of which will be relevant to your lifestyle.
The products listed witihin each section are merely suggestions to aid your selection and are by no means definitive, after all it’s your vehicle and
your personality.

Family/Touring

Executive

Front Accessories

Rear Accessories

Interior Accessories (not shown)

Front Accessories

Rear Accessories

Interior Accessories (not shown)

Black wraparound protection bar (see page 20)
Safari 5000 lamps (see page 23)

Vinyl spare wheel cover (see page 17)
Park Distance Control (see page 27)
Adjustable towbar (see page 38)

Load retention system (see page 44)
Loadspace side nets (see page 45)
Dog guard (see page 45)
Satellite navigation (see page 26)
CD autochanger (see page 27)
Sunblind kit (see page 42)
Waterproof seat covers (see page 45)
Rubber mats (see page 43)
Loadspace mat (see page 44)
Toy bin (see page 43)
Cool / Hot box or refrigerator (see page 48)
Headphones (see page 27)

Black wraparound protection bar (see page 20)
Spoiler mounted foglamps (see page 22)

Polished wheel cover (see page 17)
Body coloured wheel cover (see page 17)
Detachable towbar (see page 39)

CD autochanger / ICE upgrade (see page 19)
Cool/hot box or refrigerator (see page 50)
Cubby box phone lid (see page 44)

Side Accessories and wheels
Integrated side runners (see page 11)
Mondial alloy wheels (see page 14)
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Roof Options (not shown)
Expedition roof rack (see page 32)
Sports bars (see page 31)
Roof rail extensions (see page 30)
Cross bars (see page 30)
Luggage box (see page 36)

Side Accessories and wheels
Stainless steel side runners (see page 10)
Pro-sport alloy wheels (see page 13)

Roof Options (not shown)
Roof rail extensions (see page 30)
Cross bars (see page 30)
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Personalisation
Adventure

Sports

Front Accessories

Rear Accessories

Interior Accessories (not shown)

Front Accessories

Rear Accessories

Roof Options

Black “A” frame protection bar (see page 21)
Lamp guards (see page 22)
Safari 5000 lamps (see page 23)

Vinyl spare wheel cover (see page 17)
Rear lamp guards (see page 22)
Access ladder (see page 31)
Adjustable towbar (see page 38)

Load retention system (see page 44)
Loadspace side nets (see page 45)
Rigid loadspace liner (see page 44)
Dog guard (see page 45)
CD autochanger (see page 27)
Sunblind kit (see page 42)
Cool / Hot box or refrigerator (see page 48)

Black wraparound protection bar (see page 20)
Rally 1000 driving lamps (see page 23)
Spoiler mounted foglamps (see page 22)
Mud flaps (see page 17)

Bike carrier (see page 37)
Lamp guards (see page 22)
Towbar (see pages 38-39)
Access ladder (see page 27)
Detachable towbar (see page 39)

Sports bars, not shown (see page 31)
Roof rail extensions (see page 31)
Sailboard carrier (see page 35)
Ski/snowboard carrier, not shown (see page 34)
Sports box, not shown (see page 36)

Side Accessories and wheels
Stainless steel side runners (see page 10)
Mud flaps (see page 17)
Pro-sport alloy wheels (see page 15)
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Roof Options
Expedition roof rack (see page 32)
Sports bars, not shown (see page 31)
Roof rail extensions, not shown (see page 30)
Luggage box, not shown (see page 36)
Cross bars, not shown (see page 30)

Side Accessories and wheels
Graphic protector (see page 10)
Body side-mouldings (see page 11)
Mondial alloy wheels (see page 14)

Interior Accessories (not shown)
Waterproof seat covers (see page 45)
Rigid loadspace liner (see page 44)
Rubber mats (see page 43)
Load retention system (see page 44)
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Styling
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ACCESSORISED DISCOVERY, 37° 05´North, 2° 25´West
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Styling

RETOUCH REQUIRED
Side protection runners, pair, stainless steel STC50032, shown with Mondial
alloy wheels STC50236

Body side mouldings STC50061

Side runners, pair, “Oasis” design
STC50031

Body side mouldings, with bright insert STC50168

Graphic Protectors, “Shades” STC500497

STAINLESS STEEL
SIDE PROTECTION RUNNERS

GRAPHIC PROTECTORS

INTEGRATED SIDE RUNNERS

BODY SIDE MOULDINGS

Protect against stone chips and scuff damage with these attractive graphic protectors, die-cut for an accurate fit. Compatible with or
without body side mouldings, the graphic protectors are available in “Shades” or “Chevron”.

Defend bodywork from car park scrapes and minor impacts with these body side
mouldings, designed for a stylish, gutsy appearance and available with or without a
bright insert. No drilling of bodywork is necessary.

Side protection runners,
pair stainless steel

Graphic Protectors, “Chevron” STC500498

Side runners, pair, shown with Mondial alloy wheels STC50236

Side protection runners, pair, stainless steel
STC50032

Protect the sides of your Discovery with this sturdy steel
protection runner mounted directly to the vehicle chassis.
In premium quality polished steel the side protection
runner is stylish and safe, and features integrated
mudflaps.
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Graphic Protectors, “Chevron” STC500498, shown with Triple Sport alloy
wheels STC50226

Side runners, pair, “Chevron” design
STC50030

Graphic Protectors, “Shades”

STC50040

Getting in and out of Discovery is that much more effortless with these elegant side runners.
The sturdy steel design, completely clad in slip resistant rubber, is mounted directly to the vehicle
chassis and features integrated mud flaps. Available in “Chevron” or “Oasis” patterns.

Graphic Protectors, “Chevron”

STC50060

Side runners, pair, “Oasis” design

STC50031

Body side mouldings

STC50061

Side runners, pair, “Chevron” design

STC50030

Body side mouldings, with bright insert

STC50168

STC50032
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Wheels
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ACCESSORISED DISCOVERY, 36° 50´North, 4° 50´West
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Wheels

TRIPLE SPORT

MONDIAL

PRO-SPORT

LIGHTNING

A modern triple paired-spoke design.

Bold Italian inspired convex five spoke design.

A striking groove on each spoke adds strong detailing to the

Five subtly curved spokes form a five pointed star.

five-spoke format.

In bright or silver finish.

Wheel only
Wheel and tyre (Goodyear)
Wheel size
Tyre size
Tyre manufacturer

STC8516
STC50226
18”
225/55.18 109H
Goodyear

Wheel only
Wheel and tyre (Goodyear)
Wheel size
Tyre size
Tyre manufacturer

RRC115410MNH
STC50236
18”
225/55.18 109H
Goodyear

Wheel only
Wheel and tyre (Goodyear)
Wheel size
Tyre size
Tyre manufacturer
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ANR4849MNH
STC50136
18”
255/55.18 109H
Goodyear

Wheel only, Silver Sparkle finish

RRC112820MNH

Wheel only, Bright finish

RRC000030MCM

Wheel size
Tyre size
Tyre manufacturer

16”
255/65/R16 109H
Goodyear, Pirelli or Michelin
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Wheels

MOULDED WHEEL COVER

POLISHED WHEEL COVER

VINYL WHEEL COVER

Both spare wheel and tyre are protected in this attractive
moulded wheel cover incorporating the jewelled Land Rover
badge. Available for all wheel sizes.

Maximum protection from the elements with this good looking,
mirror finished, premium quality stainless steel surround wheel
cover. This two-piece design with neat locking catch gives
security with fast access, and looks great with centre disc in
contemporary carbon fibre look and jewelled Land Rover
badge. Available for all wheel sizes.

Protect your spare wheel from mud and dirt with this premium
quality padded vinyl cover, large printed with the distinctive
Land Rover logo. Available in all wheel sizes.

215 x 16” wheels
STC50041
235 x 16” wheels
STC50042
255 x 16” wheels and 255 x 18” wheels STC50043

215
235
255
255

POLAR

HURRICANE

Sharp, clean leading edges and a lozenge-shaped hollow in

Contemporary twin-blade spokes. Large apertures reveal

each spoke form a modern, subtle alloy.

underlying braking technology.

Wheel only

RRC000040MNH

Wheel size

16”

Tyre size
Tyre manufacturer

255/65/R16 109H
Goodyear, Pirelli or Michelin

Wheel only, Silver Sparkle finish

RRC111130MNH

Wheel only, Bright finish

RRC000020MCM

Wheel size

Tyre manufacturer

18”

wheels
wheels
wheels
wheels

STC50137
STC50138
STC50139
STC50140

255/55.18 109H
Goodyear

WHEEL NUT KIT

SNOW CHAINS

MUD FLAPS

Wheel nut kit is required for all upgrades from steel to alloy
wheels and includes a full set of locking and plain wheel nuts.
Wheel nut kit
STC50080

Quick and easy to fit snow chains, available for all wheel
sizes, offer greater control and pulling power when driving in
snow and ice. When not in use can be stored in its own tough
vinyl bag.

Styled to complement the design of the standard fit rear
mudflaps, these heavy duty front mud flaps help reduce spray
and protect vehicle paintwork. Please note, front mud flaps
are not needed when side runners or side protection rails are
fitted.

WHEEL ARCH SPATS
Wheel arch Spats, if not already fitted, are required for 18”
alloy wheel upgrades (not shown).
Wheel arch Spats
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16”
16”
16”
18”

In bright or silver sparkle finish.

Tyre size
For more information regarding the range of alloy
wheels available, contact your local dealer for a
copy of the Land Rover Alloy Wheels brochure.

x
x
x
x

215 x 16” wheels
STC50068
235 x 16” wheels
STC8486AA
255 x 16” wheels and 255 x 18” wheels STC50069

Snow chains 255/65 x 16”,
preferably front

STC7565

Snow chains 235/70 x 16”
and 255 x 18”, preferably front

STC8518

Front mud flaps

STC50067

STC50242
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Exterior protection
and lighting
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ACCESSORISED DISCOVERY, 36° 45´North, 4° 10´West
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Exterior protection
and lighting

Protection bar, wraparound STC50020

Protection bar, A-frame STC50021

FRONT BARS - UP FRONT PROTECTION

PROTECTION BARS
Soft polymer bars protect and enhance the front of your vehicle with a durable polyurethane outer surface. Available either in wraparound or A-frame style.
Designed not to interfere with airbag deployment, the bars can be fitted with Rally 1000 lamps.
Protection bar, wraparound

STC50020

Protection bar, A-frame

STC50021

All Land Rover accessories are designed to operate correctly
with existing vehicle systems, the fitting of non-genuine Land
Rover protection bars may result in the failure of airbags to
operate correctly.
If in doubt, always consult your Land Rover dealer for further
information and advice.
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Exterior protection
and lighting
RALLY 1000 DRIVING LAMPS
Powerful and strong, these lamps are available
in both driving and fog pattern with stone
guards featuring the Land Rover logo.
Available for fitment with Protection Bars
STC50020 & STC50021
Rally 1000 driving lamp,
single

STC7644

Rally 1000 fog lamp, single

STC7643

Steady bars, pair (not shown) STC8814
Auxiliary lamp wiring kit
(not shown)
Moulded lamp covers, pair
(not shown)
Lamp Mounting Bar Stainless Steel
Lamp guards, removable, front pair STC50026

Headlamp protectors, pair STC50064 shown with continental convertors
STC50065

ACRYLIC HEADLAMP PROTECTORS

STC50064

Continental Headlamp Converters, pair

STC50065

STC7661
STC50244

Rally1000 driving lamp, single
STC7644

Rally 1000 driving lamp, single STC7644. Shown with mounting bar
STC50244

To protect front lens from stone damage and made of tough acrylic for maximum light
transmission, this clip-on design does not require drilling and meets EC light output
legislation. Also available in the form of Continental Headlamp Converters.
Headlamp protectors, pair

STC50039

SAFARI 5000 LAMPS
55W quartz halogen bulbs with powerful lens
technology are an exclusive Land Rover design.
The lamp body is impact resistant with an
integrated removable stone guard. Available in
both fog and driving light patterns.

Only suitable for vehicles with air suspension.

Safari 5000
driving lamp, single

STC8480

Safari 5000 fog lamp, single

STC8481

Steady bars, pair (not shown) STC8814
Auxiliary lamp wiring kit
(not shown)

STC50039

Moulded lamp covers, pair

STC50097

Lamp Mounting Bar - Black STC50243
Lamp guards, removable, rear set of four STC50027

LAMP GUARDS
Made from an impact resistant composite material with a moulded design which follows the
unmistakable contours of the Discovery. They are available for the front and rear, easily
removed for lamp cleaning and meet EC light regulations.
Available for all models BUT will not fit with Wraparound Steel Nudge bars or Wraparound
Protection Bars
Lamp guards, removable, front pair

STC50026

Lamp guards, removable, rear set of four

STC50027

Fog lamps, spoiler mounted, pair STC50029

FOG LAMPS - SPOILER MOUNTED
Especially designed for the Discovery, these integrated lamps are for mounting on the front
spoiler. With moulded surrounds for a neat appearance and optimum height installation to
enhance visibility in poor light conditions.
Fog lamps, spoiler mounted, pair
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Safari 5000 driving lamp, single
STC8480

Safari 5000 driving lamp, single STC8480. Shown with mounting bar
STC50243

Moulded lamp cover STC50097

STC50029

Adhesive (not shown)

STC50162

Fascia switch for auxiliary lamps (not shown)

STC50098
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In car technology
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ACCESSORISED DISCOVERY, 36° 50´North, 4° 30´West
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In car technology
IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT UNITS
AND CD AUTOCHANGERS

Philips C42 mid-line
CD Autochanger

XQD000050PMA
STC50465

CASSETTE RECEIVER TDM-7576R

R•D•S

1
LD

DX SEEK

2

3

NEWS

4

5

6

SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
The Land Rover Satellite Navigation System helps you plan the best route to your destination and maps
progress throughout the journey. Using the Global Positioning System (GPS) a network of 24 satellites
calculates your position to within 30 metres and then guides you with spoken directions and on-screen
pictograms. The system can also take you to specific landmarks such as car parks and museums.

Discovery reversing with the aid of park distance control system STC50424AA

The system comprises a map CD of the UK, dash mounted head unit, GPS antenna and full operating
instructions. It also includes a single CD player and RDS tuner.

PARK DISTANCE CONTROL SYSTEM

Satellite Navigation System, UK and Rest of World

STC53198

Satellite Navigation System, USA

STC53199

Alpine TDM7576R, mid-line
CD Autochanger

XQD000160LNF
STC50432

The PDC system uses ultrasonic sensors mounted in the rear bumper to detect potential
obstructions behind the vehicle. When reverse gear is engaged, the driver hears a clear
intermittent “beep” when an obstacle is detected, which becomes more rapid on nearing the
obstruction. When the obstruction is approximately 30cm from the rear of the vehicle, the tone
becomes continuous to warn the driver of a collision risk.
This easy to use automatic parking aid system helps you park your Discovery in the tightest
spaces by giving you an audible measure of how close you are to the vehicle or object behind
you.

THE DISCOVERY DVD SYSTEM
The Discovery DVD system has been chosen to give rear seat occupants a more enjoyable journey.
The system comprises a compact, single roof mounted, fold down liquid crystal screen and DVD palyer,
which integrates neatly with the surrounding trim colours.

The system is particularly useful when parking near low or small obstacles not visible through the
rear window.
Park distance control system

STC50424AA

The system can use either the vehicle speakers or the two wired headphones supplied which allow the rear
seat occupants to listen to their DVD or video game without disturbing front seat passengers.
The “On Screen” display of the functions and settings are operated by buttons on the unit, or by using the
full function remote control.

HEADPHONES

Video games, camcorders and other portable video units, may be used by connection to the DVD system
colour coded auxiliary inputs. For this, a “power transformer” will be required.
DVD System, UK and Rest of World

STC61947

DVD System, USA

STC61946

Pre 02MY Hi-line harness

STC53109

DVD System, UK and Rest of World, New Headlining
DVD System, USA, New Headlining
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STC61971
STC619710

The headphones plug into vehicles fitted with a remote audio panel
positioned behind the second row of forward facing seats. The audio
system allows the rear seat passengers to select an alternative audio
mode to that selected on the main unit. The headphones are stored
in a moulded housing which features a jewelled Land Rover logo.
Discovery reversing with the aid of
park distance control system
STC50424AA, showing the location
of sensors in the rear bumper

Headphones

STC50072
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Carrying and towing
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ACCESSORISED DISCOVERY, 36° 15´North, 5° 17´West
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Roofbars and Racks
LOCKABLE CROSSBARS
AND ROOF RAIL EXTENSIONS
Vehicles with factory fitted roof rails require crossbars in order
to utilise other carrying systems. The bars are asymmetric,
aerofoil in shape for low wind noise and manufactured from
black, powder coated aluminium. They can also be
positioned at any point along the roof rail for extra carrying
flexibility and include a tamper-proof lockable fixing for total
security. Roof load capacity 50kg, vehicle height with roof
rails 2015mm.
Roof rail extensions seamlessly extend the factory fitted roof
rails for longer loads and larger carrying systems.
The lockable crossbars are fully compatible with roof rail
extensions.
Lockable crossbars, pair

STC50175

Roof rail extensions, pair

STC50034

Access ladder STC50134

ACCESS LADDER
This ladder has been designed to give you safe and easy
access to roof loads. It is manufactured in black powder
coated steel for durability and strength.
Access ladder

STC50134

Sports bars, pair STC8057AC
Lockable crossbars, pair STC50175 - Roof rail extensions, pair STC50034

SPORTS BARS
If your vehicle is not factory fitted with roof rails, the best way to carry roof loads is with Land Rover Sports bars which clamp
to the roof gutter. These are specially designed for transporting a variety of loads including top boxes and sports carrying
equipment. They can also be used with vehicles fitted with roof rails and include tie-down rings for awkward loads plus
tamper-proof Allen key fixing for security.
Roof load capacity 50kg, vehicle height with sports bars 2071mm.
Sports bars, pair

STC8057AC

One touch secures the crossbar to the roof rail and a half
turn of the key locks it to the rail. The cross bars can be
positioned at any point on the roof rail for added flexibility.

Extended roof rails STC50034

Load stops RTC9477

Quick straps STC7566

LOAD STOPS & QUICK STRAPS
Load stops adjust to suit a variety of loads, while quick straps secure
them firmly to the roof. For use only with sports bars STC8057AC.
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Load stops

RTC9477

Quick straps

STC7566
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Roofbars and Racks

Luggage carrier STC50176AA

Expedition roof rack STC8830AA

Roof rack RTC9539AC

Mini roof rails and bars STC50274

LUGGAGE CARRIER

EXPEDITION ROOF RACK

ROOF RACK

MINI ROOF RAILS AND BARS

A convenient extra carrying facility which is already assembled.
End tubes can be positioned up or down to create either a flat-bed or basket platform. The
luggage carrier is made from lightweight aluminium maximising roof carrying potential. Will
fit either roof rails with crossbars or sports bars

A heavy duty roof rack covering the entire roof area for maximum capacity, also features a
sturdy raised perimeter frame for secure load retention. Finished in a tough powder coating
for improved corrosion resistance, it is suitable for on-road and light off-road duties. For easy
fitting and removal the roof rack simply clamps to the roof gutters.

Supplied with full load bed for luggage and bulky loads and tested for security and durability
in both on and off-road driving. It is made from durable nylon and polyester coated steel with
an aluminium load bed and can be easily removed when not required. It will fit over roof
rails, if fitted, and clamps onto the roof gutter. Maximum roof load 50kg.

Luggage carrier

Expedition roof rack

Roof rack

In order to avoid increasing the overall height of your Discovery yet still benefit from the
convenience of roof rails fit the mini roof rail and bar system. These can be fitted to any
vehicle not already equipped with factory fitted roof rails and are ideal for smaller loads - skis
etc.
Not available in the UK

STC50176AA

STC8830AA

RTC9539AC

Mini roof rails and bars

Luggage carrier STC50176AA
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Expedition roof rack STC8830AA

STC50274

Roof rack RTC9539AC
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Carrying and towing
SPORTS CARRYING SYSTEMS

Ski and snowboard carrier STC50177

Ski carrier STC50184

SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER

SKI CARRIER

Designed to securely transport skiing equipment,
this easy-to-lock carrier is manufactured from glass
reinforced nylon composite, is fully adjustable and
holds 3 pairs of skis and poles and 2 snowboards.
Available for fitment to either roof rails with
lockable crossbars or sports bars.

Whether you’re planning to ski on snow or water the Discovery will take the load. A flexible
design which can carry 2 water skis or 3 pairs of snow skis with poles. It is manufactured
from glass reinforced nylon composite and will fit on either roof rails with lockable crossbars
or sports bars.

Ski and snowboard carrier

Ski carrier

STC50184

STC50177

Sailboard carrier for roof rails with
crossbars STC8527

Sailboard carrier for sports bars STC8435

SAILBOARD CARRIER

SAILBOARD CARRIER FOR SPORTS BARS

For easy and secure carrying of sailboards, this
unique carrier has foam pads to protect the board
whilst in transit. Comes complete with adjustable
mast holder and straps and is made from
corrosion-free materials.

A complete carrying system for sailboards for use with sports bars. Includes quick release
ratchet strap to hold sailboard in place, carries two masts.

2 snowboards are held securely in place by
a tough polymer ratchet strap.

STC8435

For fitment to roof rails with lockable cross-bars.
Sailboard carrier for roof rails with crossbars

The carrier jaws open wide for easy access
and skis are held firmly in place by the
polymer springs.

Sailboard carrier for sports bars

The carrier jaws open wide for easy access.

Up to 3 pairs of skis are held in place by
lockable rubber grips.

Protective padding for sailboard.

STC8527

Adjustable mast holder for aerofoil cross
bars.

Tie strap CAR10003L

TIE STRAP
Nylon tie strap specifically designed for securing items on
to roof racks. 20mm wide - 5 metres long, supplied as
singles.
Tie strap
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CAR10003L
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Carrying and towing

Winch cover ABS black moulded
plastic STC50045

Warn Winch XD9000i STC50044

WARN WINCH XD9000i

Luggage box CAK000020

Sports box CAK000030

LUGGAGE BOX

SPORTS BOX

This Land Rover luggage box is constructed from
lightweight and strong ABS giving maximum
carrying capability and aerodynamically
engineered to reduce wind resistance and noise.
The dual action hinges mean the box can be
opened kerbside either at home or abroad and aid
opening and closing of the box. The box comes
complete with a 6 point central locking system for secure load carrying.

Designed to securely carry sports equipment such as skis and sails, but also suitable for
general luggage, this sports box is constructed from lightweight and strong ABS. The two way
aerodynamic engineering reduces wind resistance and noise and allows the box to be fitted
for opening kerbside either at home or abroad. Supplied with locks and internal load
retaining fixings. External dimensions: 2300mmL x 620mmW x 390mmH. Volume 400 litres.
Will fit either roof rails with lockable cross bars and roof rail extensions or sports bars.
Sports box

This powerful electric winch is designed to fit neatly to the front of your
Discovery, turning it into a true workhorse. Complete with remote
control for safe operation from a distance
of up to 12 feet, it has a maximum load capacity of 9000lb / 4100kg.
A winch accessory
kit is available and includes a snatch block, strap, gloves, canvas
storage bag and a guide
to winching.

Tow bar mounted bike carrier STC50063

It is still possible to fit a wide range of front end accessories with the
winch fitted.

CAK000030

External dimensions: 1600mmL x 960mmW x 410mmH. Volume 450 litres. Will fit either roof
rails with lockable cross bars and roof rail extensions, or sports bars.
Luggage box

Warn Winch

STC50044

Winch cover ABS black moulded plastic

STC50045

Winch accessory kit

STC53202

Winch accessory kit STC53202

CAK000020

Bike carrier shown with padding to prevent damage to
bikes

For more information regarding the
range of roof systems available,
contact your local dealer for a copy of
the Land Rover Carrying Systems
mini-brochure.

TOW BAR MOUNTED BIKE CARRIER
This bike carrier fits directly onto your Land Rover tow bar. Padded to
protect the bike against damage, it will carry two bikes while still
allowing a trailer to be towed.

Lighting board STC8153

LIGHTING BOARD
Auxilliary lighting board, comes complete with 4 metre extension cable and elasticated
attachment straps (number plate not included).
Lighting board
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Winch with lamp mounting bar
STC50243 and Rally 1000 driving
lamps STC7644

Only compatible with tow bars STC50287AB, STC 50289AB and
STC50319, supplied with bike tie-downs.
Tow bar mounted bike carrier

STC50063

STC8153
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Carrying and towing

Detachable tow ball conversion kit STC50036

Combination ball/jaw tow unit RTC8159

Multi-height tow bar STC50319

COMBINATION BALL/JAW TOW UNIT

MULTI-HEIGHT TOW BAR

50mm tow ball and jaw combination, for increased versatility, 3.5 tonne capacity.
Combination ball/jaw tow unit

RTC8159

Multi-height tow bar

DETACHABLE TOW BALL
CONVERSION KIT

“N” TYPE TOWING
ELECTRICS KITS

This lockable tow ball is easily removed
when not required, avoiding the
possibility of accidental contact when
accessing rear luggage/passenger
space, ideal for 7 seat Discoverys.

The “N” type towing electric kits power trailer or tail
board lights. “N” type electric kits only supplied with two
position tow bar.

Detachable tow ball
conversion kit

A cost effective design which gives a range of towing heights to suit different trailers. The tow
bar is supplied complete with a 50mm tow ball and is suitable for all Discovery models.

“N” type towing electrics kit STC50081

“N” type kit

STC50081

13 pin kit

STC50178

STC50036

STC50319
Shown removed

Tow strap STC8919

TOW STRAP
This tough resistant strap
in a flat webbing style can
pull a safe working load of
3000Kg (6600lb). The
storage bag can be folded
around the strap for offroad towing and doubles
as a warning ‘flag’.
Tow strap

STC8919

“S” type towing electrics

“S” TYPE TOWING
ELECTRICS KITS
Three “S” type electrics kits are available. Two types
provide caravan battery charging and interior equipment
power.
The split charge system protects the vehicle battery from
accidental drainage.
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Adjustable tow bar

Two-position tow bar ANR6643

ADJUSTABLE TOW BAR

TWO POSITION TOW BAR

Two-position tow bar ANR6643 and extension box, with
50mm tow ball STC50038

The adjustable tow bar copes with different trailer coupling heights without the need for any
tools. The tow bar can be fitted with either a 50mm tow ball or a ball and jaw assembly. A
Shocklink coupling, which reduces trailer pitching and trailer chassis loads can be specified
with this tow bar.

Featuring a swan neck design with two height positions and includes “N” type electrics, a
tube of grease and protective gloves. An extension box is available to give a greater range of
towing heights and allows use of the STC50063 bike carrier or combination tow ball and
jaw. The detachable conversion kit allows instant removal of the tow ball when not in use.

FOG LAMP CUT-OUT SYSTEM

Adjustable tow bar, coil sprung vehicles (not shown)
STC50287AA
Adjustable tow bar, vehicles with self-levelling rear suspension STC50289AA
50mm tow ball (not shown)
RTC8891AA
Combination ball & jaw unit
RTC8159
“N” type towing electrics kit (not shown)
STC50081
Shocklink coupling (not shown)
STC7669

A special version of this tow bar includes the detachable tow ball and European type 13 pin
electrics.

This system, which inhibits operation of the vehicle rear fog lamps
whilst towing, reduces glare in the rear view mirror.

Two-position tow bar, suitable for coil sprung vehicles
Extension box, with 50mm tow ball
Detachable tow ball conversion kit
Two-position tow bar, with detachable tow ball
and 13 pin electrics system (not shown). Not available in the UK

Fog lamp cut-out system
(not shown)

ANR6643
STC50038
STC50036
STC50035

“S” type socket
with split charge system, pre 99MY

STC50179

The kit without the split charge should only be used with
caravans built after 1999 when the split charge function
was incorporated into the caravan systems.
“S” type socket kit
for 99MY caravans onwards

STC50181

STC50389

UK and European models STC50075

REMOTE CONTROL FOR REAR
SUSPENSION PLIP
This remote control Plip gives precise height
adjustment of the rear suspension for vehicles with selflevelling suspension. Removes the need for winding
jockey wheels when hitching trailers.
UK and European models

STC50075

Other markets except Japan
(not shown)

STC50143

Japanese models (not shown)

STC50146

The third kit does not provide fridge feed or battery
charging.
“S” type socket kit
(no fridge feed or battery charging)

STC50180
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Interiors

Sunglasses holder STC50086

Sunhatch STC50083

Mobile telephone bracket holder

SUNGLASSES HOLDER

SINGLE SUNHATCH

MOBILE TELEPHONE BRACKET HOLDER

This ingenious design fits neatly onto the
headlining above the off-side door to house
sun-glasses when not in use. The holder is
colour matched to the headlining in ‘Mist
Grey’.

Enjoy the sunshine with this neat design that
includes venus anti-glare glass. The
handwheel gives an infinitely variable tilt
angle, or the hatch glass can be removed
completely.

A panel which attaches to the side cheek of the centre
console, creating a space for a mobile telephone. Does not
include telephone or telephone cradle.

Sunglasses holder

Sunhatch

STC50086

STC50083

Carpet mats, footwell set, Slate Grey STC50046 (front)

Carpet mats, footwell set, Slate Grey STC50046 (rear)

CARPET MATS

Telephone bracket (RHD)

STC50461

Telephone bracket (LHD)

STC50462

These luxury quality carpet mats provide positive retention for front carpets and are colour matched to the vehicle carpet.
The design incorporates the distinctive Land Rover logo.
Carpet mats, footwell set, Slate Grey

STC50046

Carpet mats, footwell set, Bahama Beige

STC50047

Wood enhancement pack
STC50285

WOOD ENHANCEMENT PACK
Manufactured from Burr walnut, the wood enhancement pack will add a feel of luxury to the
interior of your Discovery. The pack includes a centre console panel, air vent surrounds and
passenger side facia trim panel.
Wood enhancement pack

STC50285

WOODEN FRONT DOOR
CAPPING
These wooden door cappings will further
enhance the interior of your Discovery.
(Only available for front doors).
Wooden front door
capping

STC50317

Toy bin, Dark Smokestone STC50070LPW

Picnic tables, pair, Bahama Beige
STC50071SUC

Sunblind kit STC50062

PICNIC TABLES

SUNBLIND KIT

Moulded in a stain resistant polyurethane,
quickly and easily erected using gas-filled
struts, this table fits onto the back of the front
seats and provides a useful writing/eating
surface for rear seat passengers.

Keep the interior of Discovery cool and
shady in the daytime, and ensure the privacy
of your rear seat passengers with this fully
retractable cassette design for the rear door
windows. The ‘Magic Screen’ for fixed side
widows gives maximum coverage.

Picnic tables, pair,
Dark Smokestone
(not shown)
Picnic tables, pair,
Bahama Beige

Sunblind kit

TOY BIN
Ideal for long journeys, this attractive and roomy bin will
keep everyone happy: children have all their books and
toys to hand, while you can keep the vehicle loadspace tidy
and free from clutter. The toy bin features drinks can
recesses and oddments tray moulded into the lid,
incorporates a shoulder strap to aid transportation, and fits
neatly into the recesses of the loadspace sides when
occasional seats are in operation.

STC50062

STC50071LPW

Rubber mats, footwell set STC50048 (front)

STC50071SUC

RUBBER MATS

Rubber mats, footwell set STC50048 (rear)

Toy bin, Dark Smokestone

STC50070LPW

Toy bin, Bahama Beige (not shown)STC50070SUC

These robust and stylish mats, featuring the Land Rover logo, will help to protect vehicle carpets from water, wear and tear and the
muddiest boots. A perimeter wall retains mud or water so there’s no danger of leakage.

Wooden front door capping STC50317
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Rubber mats, footwell set

STC50048

Rubber mats, front pair

STC50049
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Dog guard STC50082AA

Gun/security box STC8018AB

GUN/SECURITY BOX
For complete security and protection, this heavy gauge steel
gun box is fitted with two high security locks and located in
the loadspace by a strong metal plate. With enough room
for two shotguns or valuables (internal dimensions 870mm x
190mm), contents are protected by generous foam padding.
A padded, leather covered handle gives convenient
portability.

Loadspace liner, half length STC50050 & STC50073

Loadspace mat, full length STC50053

RIGID LOADSPACE LINER

LOADSPACE MAT

Manufactured from a tough, shatterproof ABS plastic, and with cut-outs to allow loadspace
lashing to be
used, the loadspace liner protects the floor and sides of the loadspace and can be hosed
down in a matter of seconds. Available in full length (rear seats down) or half length
(loadspace area only), the liner includes
an anti slip mat.

Made from durable, flexible polyurethane material, the loadspace mat protects the loadspace
floor from water, mud or general wear and tear. Available in full length (rear seats down) or
half length (loadspace area only), the mat features cut-outs to allow use of loadspace lashing
and rear seats.

Loadspace liner, half length

STC50050

Loadspace liner, full length (not shown)

STC50051

Loadspace mat, half length (not shown)

STC50052

Loadspace mat, full length

STC50053

CUBBY BOX PHONE LID
Hide your carphone from prying eyes with
this integrated twin-lid design which
replaces the cubby box lid. The first lid
opens to reveal a recess for a phone, the
second lid gives access to the cubby box.
The phone lid is colour keyed for Beige or
Dark Smokestone trim colours.

LOAD RETENTION SYSTEM
The ultimate in versatile storage. Luggage straps lashed onto rings in the loadspace floor
feature both nets
and straps. The straps will secure large or bulky items whilst the luggage nets are ideal for
smaller and more fragile cargo.
Load retention system

STC50073

Cubby box lid,
Dark Smokestone

STC8934LPW

Cubby box lid,
Bahama Beige
(not shown)

STC8934SUC

Cubby box lid,
Dark Smokestone,
leather (not shown)
Cubby box lid,
Bahama Beige,
leather (not shown)
Cubby box lid, Dark Smokestone
STC8934LPW

STC50328LPW

Front pair, manual seats, Grey STC50055LPW

Gun/security box

WATERPROOF SEAT COVERS
Protect Discovery’s seat trim from wet, dirty clothes and
general wear and tear with these waterproof seat covers.
Headrest covers are included, and seams are taped for
added protection. Rear seat armrest, cup holder and map
pockets on the rear of front seats can still be used. The seat
covers have been treated to meet automotive flammability
standards, and are machine-washable on a cool wash
setting. When not in use, the seat covers can be stored away
in their own carry bag. Please note that picnic trays cannot be
used when waterproof seat covers are fitted.
Front pair, electric seats, Grey

STC50054LPW

Front pair, manual seats, Grey

STC50055LPW

Rear pair, Grey

STC50056LPW

Occasional seats, pair, Grey

STC50057LPW

Front pair, electric seats,
Bahama beige

STC50054SUC

Front pair, manual seats,
Bahama beige

STC50055SUC

Rear pair, Bahama beige

STC50056SUC

Occasional seats, pair,
Bahama beige

STC50057SUC

Adapter kit, for STC8018AB
gun/security box (not shown)

STC50076

Mesh dog guard STC50323

DOG GUARD
To keep your dog safe, and to help keep the passenger space
clean, the Dog Guard separates the loadspace area from the
passenger compartment effectively and securely, but can be
removed in seconds when not required. Available in Grey bar
or mesh designs. Please note the Dog Guard should not be
used when Occasional Seats are in use.
Dog guard
STC50082AA
Mesh dog guard
STC50323

Side luggage nets, pair STC50133

Rear pair, Lightstone

STC50056SMK

Occasional seats, pair, Lightstone

STC50057SMK

When you’re travelling with a lot of shopping or want to
store things neatly and safely these strong and durable
luggage nets are ideal.
Made from washable woven nylon they fit neatly into the
loadspace sides. Available for 5 seat vehicles only
Side luggage nets, pair
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STC8018AB

SIDE LUGGAGE NETS

Front pair, electric seats, Lightstone STC50054SMK
STC50328SUC

PLEASE NOTE: The gun box/security box should not be
used when occasional seats are in use.

STC50133
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Touring and car care
TOOL KIT
High quality tools for basic maintenance and repairs,
conveniently stored in a moulded box.
Tool kit

STC8244AB

BULB KIT
A selection \ Europe.
Bulb kit

STC8274AA

WARNING TRIANGLE
Tool kit STC8244AB

Bulb kit STC8274AA

Warning triangle STC7641

Vital in emergencies, supplied in its own moulded storage box.
Warning triangle

STC7641

WIND DEFLECTORS

Rock-a-Tot baby seat STC7975

Renaissance baby seat EVY000100

Booster seat STC7977

ROCK-A-TOT BABY SEAT

RENAISSANCE BABY SEAT

BOOSTER SEAT

Designed to accommodate babies 0-13kg (approximately
birth to 12-15 months). Lap and diagonal seat belt.
Smooth comforting rocking action when removed from
vehicle. Padded machine washable covers. Meets
European Standard ECE R44/03.

Forward facing child seat. Suitable for children between
9-18kg (approx. 9 months to 4 years). The seat is easily
fitted using seat belts, and features a washable padded
cover, harness sleeves and buckle pad for added comfort.

Quick and easy to install, the cushion is designed for
children 15-36kg, between 4 and 11 years. The padded
cover is machine washable.

Wind deflectors

Booster seat

Instant treatment for cuts and grazes when you’re out and
about.

Rock-a-tot baby seat

Renaissance baby seat

Designed to reduce turbulence and airflow into your Freelander
when driving with the windows open.
STC50066

FIRST AID KIT

STC7977

EVY000100

STC7975

First aid kit

STC7642

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
Wind deflectors STC50066

First Aid kit STC7642

Fire extinguishers STC 8138AB
and STC8529AA

Powder extinguisher supplied with mounting brackets for fitment
to the side of the front seat.
Fire extinguisher 1kg

STC8529AA

Fire extinguisher 2kg

STC8138AB

FOOT PUMP AND TYRE KIT
Everything you need to monitor and optimise tyre treads and
pressures.
Tyre pressure and
tread depth gauges
Foot pump

STC724
STC8243

COCKPIT HANDLAMP
Foot pump STC8243

Handlamp RTC9527

Extra illumination featuring a mounting bracket and magnetic
base to meet a multitude of needs.
Cockpit handlamp

RTC9527

Refrigerator STC8519AB

Electric cool bag VUP100140L

Electric cool/heater box STC7809AB

ACCESSORY AUXILIARY SOCKET (not shown)

REFRIGERATOR

ELECTRIC COOL BAG

ELECTRIC COOL/HEATER BOX

Delicious, chilled food and drink is available at any time
with this portable fridge, controllable down to -18˚C for
frozen food. The tough polypropylene casing is impact
resistant, and the unique strap system combines secure
stowage with ease of removal. The fridge is powered from
an auxiliary socket in the loadspace, and a 240 volt mains
converter is also available.

The 12 volt, 14 litre capacity, Thermo-electric Cool bag is
the perfect way to transport refreshments. Powered from
the vehicle’s auxilliary power source, the cool bag will
cool food and drinks. The thermostatic control will ensure
a stable temperature. A generous length of cable makes
the cool bag accessible to everybody in the vehicle, whilst
a durable shoulder strap and hard wearing outer surface
allows for ease of carrying and use outside. There are two
external pockets for small items and the interior has an
easy-clean surface.

Designed to fit Freelander’s auxiliary socket using a
separate power lead, the box has two lids - one providing
cooling or heating, one to make carrying easy. An LED
indicates whether the box is in heat or cool mode.

Fits in the left hand side of the loadspace and can be used for
electrical accessories such as the cool/heater box. The accessory
plug provides the correct connection for your electrical
equipment.

Refrigerator
Power lead
Mains converter (not shown)

STC8519AB
STC7896
STC7814

Dimensions, 400mm H x 400mm W x 200mm D.
Electric cool bag
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Tyre pressure and tread depth
gauges STC724

Electric cool/heater box
Mains converter 12v/240v

STC7809AB
STC7814

Pre 01MY

STC7927

01MY

STC50468

Accessory plug

AMR4058

PAINT STICKS
Land Rover offers a comprehensive range of Paint Sticks, consult
your local Dealer for further information.

VUP100140L
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Touring
and car care

DISCOVERY ACCESSORIES

THE CAR CARE RANGE

The full range is as follows:

From screenwash to de-icer, shampoo to polish,
Land Rover offers a comprehensive range of car
care products that are demanded by the
enhanced specification of the vehicles.

Screenwash

250ml

STC4672

Screenwash

500ml

STC4687

Screenwash

5000ml

STC4674

Alloy wheel cleaner

500ml

STC4675

All the products in the range offer superior
specification and performance, which allows you
to keep your vehicle in pristine condition.

De-icer

500ml

STC4676

De-icer

300ml

STC4677

Bumper cleaner

500ml

STC4679

Wash’n’wax

300ml

STC4680

Glass cleaner

300ml

STC4681

Wax polish

300ml

STC4682

Dashboard cleaner

300ml

STC4683

Leather cleaner

300ml

STC4684

Fabric cleaner

300ml

STC4685

Insect remover

300ml

STC4686

ACCESSORISED DISCOVERY, 52° 07´North, 2° 25´West
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The Land Rover Experience

fabrics used in our accessories must be Ultra
Violet stable and fade resistant. All metallic
components experience 1000 hours of
continuous salt spray testing for rust/corrosion
proofing.

For over 50 years Land Rover have been bringing the world the best 4x4’s by far. The heroic Defender, the tough luxury that
is Range Rover, Discovery creating a new breed of 4x4 and most recently the Freelander, the leading, award winning sports
utility vehicle.

All vehicle manufacturers must crash test their
products. At Land Rover we also include
relevant accessories in the exercise. For
example, all protection bars are crash tested to
ensure that any energy absorbtion caused does
not impede the safe operation of the airbags
when you need them.

But beyond the vehicles, Land Rover bring you so much more; Land Rover is a way of life, a promise of adventure and a new
lease of freedom. The Land Rover experience is educational, entertaining and fun.
Through the Land Rover Driving Experience, Land Rover are progressively opening up off-road driving centres all over the
world, giving customers the opportunity to maximise their enjoyment of their vehicle and become better all-round drivers.
Land Rover also recognise that the right gear for the job is important. There is a range of Land Rover Gear. From tough,
go-anywhere clothing for all climates, to hardware that includes thermal mugs, radios that do not need batteries and even
replica models of the vehicles for the children.
As for the promise of adventure, the world is your oyster and where in the world do you want to go? A ten day trek across
Alaska? Retrace Hannibal’s Trail over the Alps? Through the jungle and rainforest of Belize to rediscover the mysteries of the
Maya? Or cross the Kalahari? Land Rover Adventures span the globe, from the UK to the USA, Africa to Australia.

LAND ROVER ACCESSORIES
- TESTING AND SAFETY
As with the vehicles themselves, Land Rover
Genuine Accessories must undergo stringent
quality and performance testing, after all they
are part of the vehicle. Every accessory must
perform everywhere and, whenever possible,
they are attached to and tested with the vehicle
during its development and test cycle.
The Combined Road Environment Simulation
Test takes place in a climate controlled
chamber which produces temperatures from

-40ºc up to +50ºc, 50% humidity and
simulated intense sunlight. In addition, a
computer controlled hydraulic system can
simulate any driving condition from smooth
motorway to extreme off-road. The vehicle and
accessories spend 10 days in the chamber
after which time they have covered the
equivalent of 15,000 miles in the toughest
conditions possible.

Testing is not limited to simulation alone, the
vehicles and accessories are also sent to the
hottest, coldest and most inhospitable places
on the planet for extensive field trials. So, if
you find yourself in an extreme condition rest
assured that Discovery and its range of
accessories have already been there.
It is important to note that the fitting
of non-genuine Land Rover protection
bars may result in the failure of
airbags to operate correctly.

Heavy duty accessories such as tow bars are
subjected to rig testing where up to 2 million
load cycles are replicated to ensure the
inherent strength of a design. The plastics and

Environmentally conscious
In addition to delivering improved fuel economy and reduced CO2 emissions, the Discovery uses only waterbased paints. Whilst providing the highest quality paint finish, the spraying process reduces solvent emissions
by over 50%.
Ozone depleting gases such as CFC’s and HCFC’s have been eliminated from all vehicle components and
production processes.
Discovery’s manufacturing process improvements have resulted in 30% reductions in CO2 emissions and
41% savings in water usage per vehicle. (Between 1991-1998.)
Innovative designing means that over 80% of the vehicle’s components can be recycled at the end of its life.
A true ‘lifetime ownership’ philosophy ensures that your Discovery satisfies all your driving needs.

For further details contact:

www.landrover.com
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This publication is for international usage and whilst Land Rover take the utmost care in ensuring that all
details in the publication are correct at the time of going to press, we are constantly striving for improvement
and therefore reserve the right to alter specifications and equipment without notice. Details of specifications
and equipment are also subject to change to suit local market conditions and requirements, and not all
products are available in every market. Some vehicles are shown with accessories or optional equipment
fitted. These products vary from market to market, please consult your Land Rover dealer who will be pleased
to advise you on current specifications. Distributors and dealers are not agents of Land Rover and have
absolutely no authority to bind Land Rover to any express or implied undertaking or representation.

Land Rover
Warwick Technology Park,
Warwick CV34 6RG, England
www.landrover.com
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